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Abstract
The analysis of the solitons and quasi-solitons in the mode-locked
solid-state lasers is presented. The basic conceptions are illustrated
by means of the symbolical, numerical, programming, and graphical
capabilities of Maple V
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The ultrashort laser pulses, i.e. the pulses with duration ~ 10−11 - 10−15
sec, can be used in a lot of the elds: scientic researches, technology and
medicine including the analysis of the ultra-fast processes, optical networks
and computing, nuclear fusion and X - ray lasers, ophthalmology and surgery.
The main mechanism of the ultrashort pulse generation is the locking of longi-
tudinal laser modes due to active or passive modulation (Section 1 ) resulting
in the laser quasi-soliton formation. Such quasi-soliton is very similar to the
so-called Schrödinger soliton. The last is the solution of the well-known non-
linear equation, which describes the weak nonlinear waves, in particular, laser
pulses propagation in the bers (Section 2 ). The basic of a passive mode
locking is the saturation of the nonlinear loss in the laser cavity, that can be
described by nonlinear Landau-Ginzburg equation (Section 3 ). This equa-
tion is the dissipative analog of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. As result
of the nonlinear dissipation, there are a lot of nonstationar regimes of an ul-
trashort pulse generation (Section 4 ). The main features of the nonlinear
dissipation in the mode-locked laser are the power- (Section 3 ) or energy-
dependent nonlinear response of the loss on the generation eld. In the last
case, there is the possibility of the so-called self-induced transparency for-
mation, which is described by nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation (Section 5 ).
We present the analysis of these topics by means of the powerful capacities
of Maple to analytical and numerical computations (note that this worksheet
contains some numerical blocks, which can take about 14 Mb and 20 min of
computation on PII/233).
2 Conception of mode locking
The laser cavity is, in fact, interferometer, which supports the propagation of
only dened light waves. Let consider a plane wave, which is reected from









AI := A0 e(I (ω t+k x)) + cc
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AR := A0 e(I (ω t−k x+pi)) + cc
where  is the phase shift due to reection. An interference between
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See Figure 1, page 40
Note, that a wave node lies on a surface (point x=0). The similar situation
takes place in the laser resonator. But the laser resonator consists of two (or
more) mirrors and the standing wave is formed due to reection from the each
mirror. So, the wave in the resonator is the standing wave with the nodes
placed on the mirrors. Such waves are called as the longitudinal laser modes.
The laser resonator can contain a lot of modes with the dierent frequencies
(but its nodes have to lie on the mirrors!) and these modes can interfere. Let
suppose, that the longitudinal modes are numbered by the index m. In fact,
we have M harmonic oscillators with the phase and frequency dierences d
and d!, correspondingly. Let the amplitude of modes is A0.
>
mode := 1/2*A0*exp(I*(phi0+m*dphi)+I*(omega0+m*domega)*t)n




A0 e(I (φ0+m dφ)+I (ω0+m dω) t) + cc
Here 0 and !0 are the phase and frequency of the central mode, corre-
spondingly. The interference between these modes produces the wave packet:
>
packet := sum(mode-cc,m=-(M-1)/2..(M-1)/2)n




A0 e(I (φ0+(1/2M+1/2) dφ)+I (ω0+(1/2M+1/2) dω) t)
e(I dφ) e(I dω t) − 1
− 1
2
A0 e(I (φ0+(−1/2M+1/2) dφ)+I (ω0+(−1/2M+1/2) dω) t)
e(I dφ) e(I dω t) − 1 + cc
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Now, we can extracts the term describing the fast oscillation on the central
("carrier") frequency !0 from the previous expression. The obtained result
is the packet's envelope (its slowly varying amplitude):
>
envelope := expand((packet - cc)/exp(I*(t*omega0+phi0)));




A0 e(1/2 I dφM) e(1/2 I dφ) e(1/2 I t dωM) e(1/2 I dω t)
e(I dφ) e(I dω t) − 1
− 1
2
A0 e(−1/2 I dφM) e(1/2 I dφ) e(−1/2 I t dωM) e(1/2 I dω t)
e(I dφ) e(I dω t) − 1


















The square of the envelope's amplitude (i. e. a eld intensity) is depicted






plot({%,%%},t=-80..80,axes=boxed, title=`result of modes inter-
ference`);
See Figure 2, page 41
One can see, that the interference of modes results in the generation of
short pulses. The interval between pulses is equal to 2/ d!. The growth of
M decreases the pulse duration 2/M*d! and to increases the pulse intensity
M2  A02. The last is the consequence of the following relation:
>




In this example, the phase dierence between neighboring modes is con-
stant. Such mode locking causes the generation of short and intense pulses.
But in the reality, the laser modes are not locked, i. e. the modes are the
oscillations with the independent and accidental phases. In this case:
>
M := 20:# 20 longitudinal modes
>
A0 := 1:# constant dimensionless amplitude of mode
>
domega := 0.1:# constant frequency difference
>
phi0 := 0:# phase of the central mode
>

















title=`result of modes interference`);
See Figure 3, page 42
Thus, the interference of the unlocked modes produces the irregular eld
beatings, i. e. the noise spikes with a duration ~ 1/(M*d!).
What are the methods for the mode locking? Firstly, let consider the
simplest model of the harmonic oscillation in the presence of the periodical
force.
>
# oscillations in the presence of periodical force (delta and phi are the









y(t)) + !2 y(t) = cos( t+ )
oscill1 := y(t) = (−2! cos( t+ ) + ! cos(−! t+ )
+! cos(! t+ )− 2 cos(! t)!3 + 2! cos(! t) 2





See Figure 4, page 43
We can see, that the external force causes the oscillations with the addi-
tional frequencies: ! +  and ! - . If  is equal to the intermode interval, the
additional oscillation of mode plays a role of the resonance external force for
the neighboring modes. Let consider such resonant oscillation in the presence
of the resonance external force:
>












y(t)) + !2 y(t) = cos(! t+ )
oscill2 := y(t) =
1
4
cos(! t+ ) + 2! t sin(! t+ )− cos(−! t+ ) + 4 cos(! t)!2
!2
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The term, which is proportional to t ("secular" term), equalizes the phase
of the oscillations to the phase of the external force. It is the simplest model
of a so-called active mode locking. Here the role of the external force can be
played by the external amplitude or phase modulator. Main condition for
this modulator is the equality of the modulation frequency to the intermode
frequency interval that causes the resonant interaction between modes and,
as consequence, the mode locking.
The dierent mechanism, a passive mode locking, is produced by the non-
linear interaction of modes with an optical medium. Such nonlinearity can
be caused by saturable absorption, self-focusing etc. (see further parts of
worksheet). Now we will consider the simplest model of the passive mode
locking. Let suppose, that there are two modes, which oscillate with dierent
phases and frequencies in the cubic nonlinear medium:
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y(t))+y(t) = −y(t)3−z(t)3; ( @
2
@t2
z(t))+1:21 z(t) = −y(t)3−z(t)3]
See Figure 5, page 44
We can see, that the initial oscillations with the dierent phases are locked
due to nonlinear interaction that produces the synchronous oscillations.
As conclusion, we note that the mode locking is resulted from the in-
terference between standing waves with constant and locked phases. Such
interference forms a train of the ultrashort pulses. The mechanisms of the
mode locking are the external modulation with frequency, which is equal
to intermode frequency interval, or the nonlinear response of the optical
medium.
The method of the passive mode locking is very attractive due to its
relative simplicity. Later on we will consider only this method. But rstly




The models describing the laser eld evolution are based usually on the so-
called semi-classical approximation. In the framework of this approximation
the eld obeys the classical Maxwell equation and the medium evolution has
the quantum-mechanical character. Here we will consider the wave equation
without concretization of the medium evolution.























where E(z,t) is the eld strength, P(t) is the medium polarization, z is
the longitudinal coordinate, t is the time, c is the light velocity. The change




tr := {z = zs, t = ts + zs/c};
>
maxwell_m := dchange(tr,maxwell_eq,[zs,ts],simplify);






∂z2 E(z; t; c)) c− 2 ( ∂
2






∂t2 P(z; t; c))
c2
We does not take into account the eects connected with a wave propaga-
tion in thin medium layer, that allows to eliminate the second-order deriva-













@z E(z; t; c)) c+ 2  (
@
@t P(z; t; c))
So, we reduced the order of wave equation. The inverse transformation
of the coordinates leads to the so-called shortened wave equation:
>
tr := {zs = z, ts = t - z/c};
>
wave_2 := dchange(tr,wave_1,[z,t],simplify);







E(z; t; c)) c+ (
@
@t




Next step is the transition to the slowly-varying amplitude approximation.
We will consider eld envelope (z,t) and polarization P(t), which are lled
by the fast oscillation with frequency ! (k is the wave number, N is the










(a and b are the quadrature components)
Q = ! t− k z
E := (z; t) cos(Q)
P := N d (a(t) cos(Q)− b(t) sin(Q))








































disp_conditions :=∫ (z; t) k c− 2 N d ( ∂
∂t
b(t))− (z; t)! − 2 N d a(t)!
c
dt = 0
The obtained result is the system of the shortened wave equation and the
dispersion condition. The right-hand side of the eld equation (matherial
part) will be dierent for the dierent applications (see below).
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4 Nonlinear Schrödinger equation: construc-
tion of the soliton solution by means of the
direct Hirota's method
The Shrödinger equation is the well-known nonlinear equation describing the
weak nonlinear waves, in the particular, the laser pulse propagation in bers.
In the last case, a pulse can propagate without decaying over large distance
due to balance between two factors: self-phase modulation (SPM) and group
delay dispersion (GDD). These pulses are named as optical solitons [M. J.
Ablowitz, H. Segur, "Solitons and the Inverse Scattering Transform", SIAM




) = k2 (
∂2
∂t2
) +  jj2 
which is the consequence of eq_eld from previous part in the case of
transition to local time t>t-z/c. The right-hand side terms describe GDD
(with coecient k2) and SPM (with coecient ), correspondingly.
It is very important to obtain the exact soliton solutions of nonlinear
equations. There are the inverse and direct methods to obtain such solutions.
One of the direct methods is the so-called Hirota's method. The main steps
of this method are: 1) the selection of the suitable substitution instead of
the function (see the master equation), that allows to obtain the bilinear
form of the evolution equation; 2) the consideration of the formal series of
perturbation theory for this bilinear equation. In the case of soliton solutions
these series are terminated.
The useful substitution for the nonlinear Shrödinger equation is
(z,t)=G(z,t)/F(z,t). Let suppose that F is the real function. It should be
noted that we can make any assumption about  to satisfy the assumptions
1) and 2). Hirota proposed to introduce a new D-operator in following way:








))n a(z; t) b(z1; t1)
[I Dz + k2 Dt
2]GF = 0
k2 Dt
2 FF −  GG = 0 (1)
The functions G and F can be expanded into the series of the formal
parameter ":
G = "G1 + "3 G3 + "5 G5 ; F = 1 + "2 F2 + "4 F4 + "6 F6
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Substitute G and F into Eq. (1) and treat the terms with powers of "
as independent, to get the innite set of the dierential equations relatively
G1, G3, ...; F2, F4, ... . These formal series are terminated only in the case
when the master equation has exact N -soliton solution. For instance, the set
of rst six dierantial equations in our case is:
I ( ∂
∂z
G1 ) + k2 (
∂2
∂t2
G1 ) = 0 ; 2 k2 (
∂2
∂t2
F2 )− G1 G1 =
0 ; I ( ∂
∂z
G3 ) + k2 (
∂2
∂t2
G3 ) + [I Dz + k2 Dt
2] G1 F2 =
0 ; 2 k2 (
∂2
∂t2
F4 ) + Dt2 F2F2 −  (G3 G1+ G1 G3) =
0 ; I ( ∂
∂z
G5 ) + k2 (
∂2
∂t2
G5 ) + [I Dz + k2 Dt
2] (G3 F2 + G1 F4 ) =




2 (F4 F2 +F2 F4 )− (G5 G1+G3 G3+G1 G5) =
0
For sake of the simplication of the very cumbersome manipulations we
introduce the procedure for operator Dtm Dzn, which acts on the functions a
and b. The lasts are the exponents (or linear combination of the exponents)











if (n>1) and (m<>0) then
>














if (n>1) and (m>1) then
>
for r from 1 to (m-1) do
>
















if (m>1) and (n<>0) then
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The next procedure will be used for calculation of the derivative of eη (or






















































The next procedure is used to calculate an integral of eη (or combination of
exponents) on t or z with further simplication of the expression.
4.3 Procedure Integr
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eη1 (I a1 + b1 2 k_2 )
>










F2 := beta/(2*k_2)*integr(%,t,2);#F2 from the second
>





k_2 (b1 + b1s)2
>




















Dz eη1 eη2 = (I k_2 b1 2 − a2 ) e(η1+η2)
Dt2 eη1 eη2 = (b1 − b2 )2 e(η1+η2)
As was shown above a= - i* k2* b
2
, hence the last term in third equation
of set is equal to 0. So, we are to choose G3 = 0 to satisfy third equation.
Furthermore Dt2*F2 from fourth equation of the set is ( β
2(b+bs)2 k_2
)^2*
Dt2exp( + _s). But according with above relationships this expression is
equal to zero. So we can choose F4 = 0. Thus to satisfy other equations we
can keep in the expansion of functions G and F only G1, G3 and F2.
So, the formal series are terminated. Since " is independent parameter
















#the choice of k_2 and beta is only normalization
>
of the values in equation
soliton :=
e(1/2 I b1




(e(b1 t))2 eη10 eeta10s
b1 2
>
# Now we check the obtained solution by
>










All right! This is the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation. Phys-
ically b1 has a sense of the inverse pulse duration. So it is real parameter.






e(1/2 b1 (I z b1+2 t)) b1
1 + e(2 b1 t)










See Figure 6, page 45
But what is about dierent values of 10 ? The choice of the dierent
values of 10 results in the obtaining of the so-called collapsing pulses, i. e.
pulses with singularity in the dependence of their parameters on z.
The described here procedure is available for the analysis of the higher-
order solitons. For example, the substitution of G1 = eη1+ eη2 causes the
termination of the series on fth equation (you can prove this statement by
using of the described above procedures). The obtained solution depends on











See Figure 7, page 46
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In the case of Schrödinger equation, the main feature of the described
above method is the termination of the formal series for an arbitrary order of
the solution. Such behavior testies about very rich mathematical structure
of the dynamical equation: an existence of the innitely many nontrivial sym-
metries and conservation laws, Painleve property and integrability by means
of the inverse scattering method. The non-decaying pulse-like solutions of
the integrable nonlinear evolutional equations are called as the solitons. But
as we will see later, some nonlinear equations have the soliton-like solutions,
but do not belong to integrable class. For example, for nonlinear Landau-
Ginzburg equation (see next section) there is the soliton-like solution in the
rst order of the Hirota's method. But the second-order solution does not
lead to the termination of the series. Such soliton-like solutions of the non-
integrable dynamical equation are called as the quasi-solitons.
5 Nonlinear Landau-Ginzburg equation:
quasi-soliton solution
Here we will consider a soliton-like pulse, which is generated in the continuous
wave solid-state laser due to power-dependent saturation of the diraction
loss in the presence of the eld self-focusing in active medium [H.A. Haus,
J.G. Fujimoto, and E.P. Ippen, "Analytic theory of additive pulse and Kerr
lens mode locking", IEEE J. Quantum Electronics, v. 28, No. 10, pp. 2086-
1096 (1992)]. The action of the saturable loss can be described by the real
cubic nonlinear term. The energy dissipation due to spectral ltering can
be introduced by means of the real second-order derivative on t. Then in
the absence of SPM and GDD, the dynamical equation is a analog of the
Schrödinger equation, but with pure real terms.
∂
∂z
(z; t) = g (z; t) + tf
2 ∂2
∂t2
(z; t) +  (z; t)3
Here g is the net-gain in the laser taking into account the gain and linear
loss in the active medium, output loss, and diraction loss. For sake of simpli-
cation, we will suppose the normalization of time to the inverse bandwidth
of the spectral lter tf (let tf= 2.5 fs, that corresponds to the full generation
bandwidth of Ti: sapphire laser) and normalization of pulse intensity to the
inverse intensity of the loss saturation  (the typical values of  are ~ 10−10
- 10−12 cm2/W). We will consider the steady-state pulse propagation, then
∂
∂z
(z; t) = 0. So, the master equation can be transformed to the well-known













(t)) + (t)3 + g (t)





−2_a4 − 4 g_a2 + 4_C1
d_a − t−_C2 = 0;
2
∫ ρ(t) 1√
−2_a4 − 4 g_a2 + 4_C1
d_a − t−_C2 = 0





int_motion := 2 (
@
@t
(t))2 + (t)4 + 2 g (t)2 − 2_C1
These equations describe the motion in the potential:
>
pot := simplify(op(2,int_motion)+op(3,int_motion));
pot := (t)4 + 2 g (t)2
The value of 4*_C1 plays a role of the full energy of system. The depen-





See Figure 8, page 47
We can see, that for g > 0 there is one equilibrium state of pendulum for
 = 0 (stable state), and for g < 0 there are three one (unstable for  = 0
and stable for  = +/-
p−g). Obviously, that in this system the dierent
oscillation regimes is possible, that is illustrated by the phase portrait on the
plane " y <> z=d /dt ".
>











sys := [[YP 1 = z2; YP 2 = −z13 − g z1]; [z1 = (t); z2 =
@
@t
(t)]; undefined ; []]
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See Figure 9, page 48
The quasi-soliton solution of the initial equation corresponds to the oscil-
lation around the stable equilibrium state with innite period. In this case
the full energy is equal to 0. Then _C1 = 0 and the motion begins from 









See Figure 10, page 49
The amplitude of quasi-soliton can be found from the integral of motion


















−2 (t)2 − 4 g˜ arctanh(2 g˜p−g˜
√













−2 (t)2 − 4 g˜ arctanh(2 g˜p−g˜
√




























































−2 rho_max 2 − 4 g˜
)
p−g˜
Let tanh(i_C2_a*sqrt(-g)) = tanh(-i_C2_b*sqrt(-g) ) = -/+ , then
from an expression for the tangents of sum of arguments: tanh(a + b) =

































sol4_a := solve(sol3_a, rho(t));
>
sol4_b := solve(sol3_b, rho(t));
sol4_a := 2
p
2 g˜− 2 g˜2 e(tp−g˜)
−%1 + 1 + %1 +  ; −2
p
2 g˜− 2 g˜2 e(tp−g˜)





2 g˜− 2 g˜2 e(tp−g˜)
%1− 1 + %1 +  ; −2
p
2 g˜− 2 g˜2 e(tp−g˜)
%1− 1 + %1 + 
%1 := (e(t
p−g˜))2
Now, we are to note, that the transit max -> 0 (see above) corresponds



























The positive roots satisfy to the initial condition and the result is the
quasi-soliton pulse with sech - shape envelope, which has the duration 1/p−g and the peak amplitude 0 = p−2 g. The pulse intensity prole is











See Figure 11, page 50
So, there is the close analogy between an ultrashort pulse generation in
the laser with power-dependent loss saturation and an oscillation of nonlinear
pendulum. The considered solution has the character of steady-state quasi-
soliton. But in the next section we are going to demonstrate some analogies
of the high-order soliton behavior (laser breezers).
6 Autooscillations of quasi-solitons in the laser
The main eorts in the design of the modern femtosecond lasers aim to the
stabilization of the ultra short pulse parameters. For example, as it was
shown in [A. M. Sergeev, E. V. Vanin, F. W. Wise, Stability of passively
mode-locked lasers with fast saturable absorbers, Opt. Commun., 140, 61
(1997)], the pulse destabilizations are very important factors limiting the
operation of laser with fast saturable absorber (the bleaching of diraction
loss due to Kerr-lensing is the example of such saturable absorber, see pre-
vious part). The destabilization of the laser quasi-soliton can produce its
destruction or regular/nonregular autooscillations. The last can be consid-
ered as the analog of a high-order soliton formation (see section 2), which is
reminiscent of the breezers of nonlinear dynamical equation.
We will consider the master laser equation, which joins the Landau-
Ginzburg and Schrödinger equations. The main nonlinear factors now are
19
SPM and power-dependent loss saturation. GDD and spectral ltering will






















(z; t) =  (z; t)− γ (z; t) + I  (z; t)
+ tf 2 (
@2
@t2




+  (z; t)2 (z; t)− I  (z; t)2 (z; t)
Here  is the phase delay on the full cavity round trip,  and γ are the
gain and loss coecients, correspondingly. The general exact solution of this




f1 := (z; t) ! 0(z) sech(t (z))(1+I ψ(z))
Here 0 is the pulse amplitude,  is the inverse pulse width,  is the chirp.




i.e. the pulse parameters are constant. To describe the nonstationary pulse
propagation, we will use the aberrationless approximation: the changes of
the pulse parameters do not cause the aberration of the pulse form. Next
step is the substitution of f1 into master_1 with following expansion in t
























































 (z˜) = −4 k2 (z˜)2 − 2 tf 2  (z˜) (z˜)2
− 4 k2  (z˜)2 (z˜)2 − 2  0(z˜)2
− 2  0(z˜)2  (z˜)2 − 2 tf 2  (z˜)3 (z˜)2;
@
@z˜
(z˜) = −2 tf 2 (z˜)3 +  0(z˜)2 (z˜)
+ 3 k2 (z˜)




 0(z˜)3 − γ 0(z˜)− tf 2 0(z˜) (z˜)2 + (z˜) 0(z˜) +

















Here Tr is the gain relaxation time normalized to the cavity period, Pump
is the dimensionless pump,  is the inverse gain saturation energy.
Now, we will consider the evolution of ultrashort pulse's parameters on
the basis of the obtained system of ODE. We suppose to solve the system by
the standard operator DEplot. Let normalize  and  to 1,7* 10−12 cm2/W,
times to tf (2,5 fs for Ti: sapphire laser), then  = 0.0018. The fundamental
step is the assumption about saturation of the Kerr nonlinearity:








where 0 and 0 are the unsaturated nonlinear parameters.
>









sigma := sigma0*(1 - sigma0*rho0(z)^2/2 ):
>
beta := beta0*(1 - beta0*rho0(z)^2/2 ):
>

















































See Figure 12, page 51
The character of the pulse evolution strongly depends on the correlations
between system's parameters. For example, next gure demonstrates the





See Figure 13, page 52





See Figure 14, page 53






See Figure 15, page 54
The pulse parameters (amplitude and inverse pulse duration) correspond-
ing to irregular oscillations can be shown on the basis of the iteration proce-









































sigma := evalhf(sigma0*(1 - sigma0*rho0old^2/2 )):
>














































See Figure 16, page 55
This is the so-called strange attractor, i. e. the chaotic attracting man-
ifold: the pulse parameters are changed chaotically but within the limited
range.
Thus, the pulse oscillations in the Kerr-lens mode-locked laser were ana-
lyzed. Such oscillations accompany the negative dispersion decrease and the
pump growth and close connect with the nonlinear factors in the system.
The regular oscillation is the analogue of the high-order soliton propagation
and the irregular one is the analogue of the nonlinear breezer.
7 Coherent pulses: self-induced transparency
in the laser
Here we will calculate the main characteristics of ultrashort pulses in the
solid-state laser in the presence of self-focusing in the active crystal and
coherent interaction with a semiconductor absorber. The good introduction
in this problem and the numerical simulations of the nonlinear dynamics in
the laser with coherent absorber can be found in the article [V. P. Kalosha,
M. Muller, and J. Herrmann, "Theory of solid-state laser mode locking by
coherent semiconductor quantum-well absorbers", J. Optical Soc. Am. B.,
v. 16, No. 2, pp. 323 - 338 (1999)]. As it will see, there is the close
analogy between model of the ultrashort pulse generation and the behavior
of nonlinear oscillator. This fact essentially expands the applications of our
model.
We will suppose, that as saturable absorber the semiconductor structure is
used (like GaAs/AlGaAs quantum-well structures). The key characteristics
of this absorber, which correspond to the experimental dates, are the energy
uency of the loss saturation Ea = 5* 10
−5
J/ cm2, and the time of coherency

































q=evalf(parameter_q()); # The dimension of q is [cm/V/s]
q = :4198714089 108








the elementary charge, the dimension of d/e is [nm]




For a given Ea and the photon energy 2.5* 10
−19
J (the wavelength is equal
to 800 nm) the absorption cross-section Σ = 5* 10−15 cm2. The free carrier
dencity N = 1019 cm−3 in the semiconductor produces the loss coecient
gam_abs = 0.05 for the length of the absorber's layer z_abs = 10 nm. Other
important characteristic is p = 2* *N*d*q* !/c = 4* 2*N* d2* !/(c*h)
( ! is the eld carrier frequency). These parameters is close connected with




},N*Sigma/tcoh));#The dimension of p is [1/cm/s]
p = :1000000000 1019
As the laser we will consider the Ti: sapphire solid-state laser that is the
typical laser for femtosecond generation. Its inverse gain bandwidth dening
the minimal pulse duration tf = 2.5 fs. We will use the next normalizations:
1) the time is normalized to tf ; 2) the eld is normalized to 1/q/ tf = 0.95*
107 V/cm; 3) the eld intensity is normalized to "0*n*c/(2*q* t
2






















#The dimension is [W/cm^2]
:2000000000 1012
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For such normalizations the parameter of the gain saturation for Ti: sap-
phire (the energy of the gain saturation is 0.8 J/cm^2) is  = 6.25* 10−4.
As it will be seen, the principal factor in our model is the inverse intensity
of the saturation of diraction loss in the laser (so-called Kerr - lens mode
locking parameter)  = 0.14 (parameter of the diraction loss saturation is
107 W and the mode cross section of the Gaussian beam is 30 m). The
corresponding SPM in 1 mm active crystal is  = 0.26.
The response of the semiconductor absorber is described on the basis of
Bloch equations [L. Allen and J. H. Eberly, Optical Resonance and Two-
Level Atoms (Wiley, New York, 1975)]. In the absence of the eld phase
modulation and tuning from the medium resonance frequency and in the
absence of the relaxation on the time interval, which is comparable with the
pulse duration, the evolution of the polarization (components a(t) and b(t))
and the population dierence between excited and ground states w(t) obey


















w(t) = −q (t) b(t)






















The argument of sin=cos is the pulse square  :
>
b(t):= -sin(psi(t)); a(t):= 0;
b(t) := −sin( (t))
a(t) := 0
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The linear distributed response of the laser with the corresponding gain
coecient , loss coecient gam, frequency lter with the inverse bandwidth
tf , laser dispersion elements with dispersion coecient k2 is described by the







Laser_linear :=  (z; t)−gam (z; t)+tf 2 ( @
2
@t2











Laser_nonlinear :=  (z; t)2 (z; t)− I  (z; t)2 (z; t)
Here  and gam are the dimensionless values, that supposes the normal-
ization of length z to the length of the optical medium (active medium in
our case), gam includes not only scattering loss into optical elements, but
also the output loss on the laser mirror.  and  have dimension of the
inverse intensity, i. e. jj2 is the eld intensity (we does not write the factor
"0*n*c/2, which corresponds to the transition field2 -> intensity).




















= −2 N z_abs d sin( (t))!
c
+  (z; t)− gam (z; t)
+ tf 2 (
@2
@t2




+  (z; t)2 (z; t)− I  (z; t)2 (z; t)



















































We will consider only steady-state eld states, i. e.
∂
∂z
(z, t) = 0, and to
introduce the time delay on the cavity round-trip .
>
master_3 := rhs(master_2)+delta*diff(psi(t)/q,`$`(t,2));












































Let introduce the parameter , which can be 1) ratio of mode cross-
section on active medium to one on semiconductor absorber, or 2) coecient
of refractivity (for eld amplitude) of multilayer mirror on the semiconduc-


















































Now transit to coordinates 'pulse amplitude - pulse square' and elimi-
nate fast saturable absorber, GDD and SPM. These suppositions lead to the

























dsolve(master_6=0,psi(t)); # try to solve
>



































 N d! z_abs q˜
− 1
2




N d! tf z_abs q˜
master_6 := a1 (
@3
@t3
 (t)) + a2 (
@2
@t2
 (t)) + a3 (
@
@t
 (t)) + sin( (t))












+ a3 _b(_a) + sin(_a) = 0g; f_b(_a) = @
@t
 (t); _a =  (t)g;
{










( )) ( )2 + (
@
@ 




( )) ( ) + ( )− ( ) gam
− 2 sin( ) N d! tf q˜ z_abs
c
As it is known (see, for example, L. Allen and J. H. Eberly, Optical
Resonance and Two-Level Atoms (Wiley, New York, 1975)), the propagation
of the extremely short laser pulse in the coherent absorber causes the eect of
the self-induced transparency, when the pulse does not suer the decay and
there is not a transformation of the pulse shape in the absorber. This eect
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is the result of the coherent interaction of the pulse with the atoms and is
described on the basis of Bloch equations. In the beginning we will consider
the steady-state ultra-short pulse in the presence of the coherent interaction
with absorber, but without any lasing factors. In this case, the modied
master equation master_7 contains only two terms: the term describing the
pulse time delay (u =
1
δ
is the inverse velocity of the pulse) and the term
corresponding to the coherent polarization response. Note, that  is the eld
amplitude multiplied by parameter q,  is the pulse square.
>
ode1 := u*rho(psi)*diff(rho(psi),psi)+p*sin(psi);
ode1 := u ( ) (
@
@ 
( )) + p sin( )
The natural initial condition is (0) = 0, that is before pulse front its
amplitude and square are 0. Then solutions of the master equation are
>
sol := dsolve({ode1,rho(0)=0},rho(psi));
sol := ( ) =
√
u (2 cos( ) p− 2 p)
u
; ( ) = −
√
u (2 cos( ) p− 2 p)
u
As one can see, only one solution (u < 0) is physical, because of the
amplitude is to be real.
The distinct pulse velocity denes the pulse amplitude. This fact is illus-










`Pulse amplitude versus its square`,frames=4):
>
display(%);
See Figure 17, page 56
The gure demonstrate, that the full pulse square is equal to 2 . Such
pulse is named as "2  - pulse" and the process of its formation is the so-called
phenomenon of the self-induced transparency.
More natural representation of the coherent solitons in our case is pro-
duced by the transition to the coordinates "pulse square - time". Then the








 (t) = −a sin( (t))
Here a=p/u. This is the equation, which is analog of the equation of the
pendulum oscillation (the angle variable x in our case is the ultra-short pulse
square) and the angle is measured beginning from the upper point if u < 0
(see above). This situation A is shown in next gure.
30
See Figure 19, page 57
We will consider a more conventional situation B, when the reference
point corresponds to the lower point of oscillations, and new argument x(t)






x(t) = a sin(x(t))






−2 a cos(_a) + _C1
d_a − t−_C2 = 0;
−
∫ x(t) 1√
−2 a cos(_a) + _C1
d_a − t−_C2 = 0





The result is expressed through elliptic integrals. The simplication of













a (−_C1 + 2 a)







a (−_C1 + 2 a)
−_C1 + 2 a )p−_C1 + 2 a = t+ _C2
Now we dene the initial conditions. Let suppose, that x(0) = 0, dx(0)/dt













i_C1 := 2 a+ 2
i_C1 := 2 a+ 2
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i_C2 := 0 = C2
i_C2 := 0 = C2


















































sol5_a := −2 arcsin(tanh(1
2
t ))

































#time is normalized to tf





See Figure 19, page 58
































See Figure 20, page 59
We have shown that there is the coherent soliton with sech - shape prole
in the condition of the coherent propagation in the media described on the
basis of Bloch equations. This pulse may be described in the coordinates 'eld
- square' or 'eld - time'. The rst is formally very simple, but the second
representation is physically more obvious and corresponds to the model of
nonlinear pendulum.
Now we return to the laser model (master_7 ). This second-order non-
linear nonautonomous ODE can be solved numerically (pz = 2* *N* d2*(
















#here 10 is the result of the time normalization\
>
to tf (i.e. the field is mesured in\
>













title=`Pulse amplitude versus its square`,view=0..7.6);
See Figure 21, page 60
Let compare this result with the sech-shape prole (blue color) corre-








title=`Pulse amplitude versus its square`);
See Figure 22, page 61
We obtained 2  - pulse, but, as it can see from previous gure, such
pulse is not quasi-soliton with sech-shape prole (which is shown by the
lower curve, see below about connection between coordinates 'eld - square'
and 'eld - time' in this case). The eld 106 V/cm corresponds to the inten-
sity in vacuum 1.3 GW/ cm2, that is the typical intracavity intensity for the
mode-locked solid-state laser. Now make a try for obtaining of an approxi-
mate solution of the master equation. We will use the solution form, which














approx_sol := am1 sin(
1
2
 ) + am2 sin( )
f7 := −4  am1 am2 sin(1
2




+ 8 am2 3 sin(3 ) c− 2 am1 3 sin(1
2
 ) c
+ 2 am1 3 sin(
3
2
 ) c− 32 sin( ) N d! tf q˜ z_abs
− 8 am2 3 sin( ) c− 9 am1 am2 2 sin(3
2
 ) c
+ 17 am1 am2 2 sin(
5
2
 ) c+ 16 am2 sin( ) c
+ 16 am1 sin(
1
2
 ) c− 16 gam am2 sin( ) c
− 16 gam am1 sin(1
2
 ) c− 10 am1 sin(1
2
 ) am2 2 c
+ 11 am1 2 am2 sin(2 ) c− 10 am1 2 am2 sin( ) c
+ 4  am1 2 sin( ) c+ 8  am2 2 sin(2 ) c
34





f8 := −4  am1 am2 c− 2 am1 3 c + 16 am1 c
−16 gam am1 c− 10 am1 am2 2 c
f9 := −32 N d! tf q˜ z_abs − 8 am2 3 c
+16 am2 c− 16 gam am2 c
−10 am1 2 am2 c+ 4  am1 2 c
Note, that in the absence of the lasing factors approx_sol is the exact




. Below we will
suppose, that the approximate solution is close to the symmetrical shape, i.











f10 := am1 2 − 8 + 8 gam
f11 := −32 N d! tf q˜ z_abs + 4  am1 2 c
symmetrical_sol_1 := fam1 = 2
√
2− 2 gam;  = − N d! tf q˜ z_abs
c (−+ gam) g;
fam1 = −2
√
2− 2 gam;  = − N d! tf q˜ z_abs
c (− + gam) g
So, the pulse amplitude is dened by the laser parameters, although the
relation between the pulse amplitude, duration and delay corresponds to
one for the coherent soliton (see above). Now return to the coordinates








 (t˜) = 2 arctan(2
e(1/2 t˜ am1+1/2_C1 am1 )
1 + e(t˜ am1+_C1 am1 )
;
−e(t˜ am1+_C1 am1 ) + 1
1 + e(t˜ am1+_C1 am1 )
)






am1 e(1/2 am1 (t˜+_C1 ))
1 + e(am1 (t˜+_C1 ))
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in_C := 0; 0






am1 e(1/2 t˜ am1 )
1 + e(t˜ am1 )
Naturally, this is a sech - shape pulse with the amplitude am1 = 2*√
2 (− gam)/q/tf and the duration tp = 2/(am1*q) = tf /
√
2 (− gam).










title=`Pulse amplitude (MV/cm) versus time`);
See Figure 23, page 62
Now we can found the dependence of the pulse parameters on the critical
laser parameter, that is the pump. For this aim, we have to express the gain
coecient from the pump intensity. We will suppose, that active medium
operates as the four level scheme. In this case the steady-state saturated
gain is described as follows [J. Herrmann, B. Wilhelmi, "Laser fur Ultrakurze





Pump +  Energy +
1
Tr
Here Pump = _ab*Tc*Ip/h*  is the normalized pump intensity, 
_ab is the absorption cross section at the pump wavelength, Tc is the cavity
period, Ip is the pump intensity, h*  is the pump photon energy, alphamx
is the maximal gain, Energy is the normalized pulse energy, Tr is the gain
recovery time normalized to Tc (dimensionless Tr = 300 for Ti: sapphire



















The dependance of the pulse duration (two physical solutions correspond


















fs`],title=`Pulse duration versus pump`,color=red):
>
display(fig,view=5..40);
See Figure 24, page 63
As we can see, the pump growth decreases the pulse duration up to sub-10
fs diapason.
The quasi-soliton in the absence of the coherent absorber in the laser with
self-focusing is described in Section 4. Now we will demonstrate, that the
essential features of the lasing in the presence of both factors is the possibility
of the quasi-soliton generation (compare with above discussed situation). We






a0 := 2/tp: # This is the pulse amplitude
>









eq1 := −2 N z_abs d ! tp˜3 q˜3 2 + 2 N z_abs d ! tp˜3 q˜3 2 (e( t˜tp˜ ))4
+ c tp˜2 q˜2 2 + 2 c tp˜2 q˜2 2 (e(
t˜
tp˜




−gam c tp˜2 q˜2 2 − 2 gam c tp˜2 q˜2 2 (e( t˜tp˜ ))2
−gam c tp˜2 q˜2 2 (e( t˜tp˜ ))4 + tf 2 c q˜2 2




))2 c+  c tp˜ q˜2 2 −  c tp˜ q˜2 2 (e( t˜tp˜ ))4
Collect the terms with equal degrees of exp(t/tp). As result we obtain








e1 := 2 N z_abs d ! tp˜3 q˜3 2 +  c tp˜2 q˜2 2 − gam c tp˜2 q˜2 2 + tf 2 c q˜2 2
−  c tp˜ q˜2 2
e2 := 2 c tp˜2 q˜2 2 − 2 gam c tp˜2 q˜2 2 − 6 tf 2 c q˜2 2 + 16  c
e3 := −2 N z_abs d ! tp˜3 q˜3 2 +  c tp˜2 q˜2 2 − gam c tp˜2 q˜2 2 + tf 2 c q˜2 2







e4 := 4 N z_abs d ! tp˜3 q˜3 2 − 2  c tp˜ q˜2 2
e5 := 2 c tp˜2 q˜2 2 − 2 gam c tp˜2 q˜2 2 + 2 tf 2 c q˜2 2





f = 2 tf
2  N z_abs d ! q˜
c (− + gam) ; tp˜ =
tfp− + gam ;  =
1
2
tf 2 q˜2 2g;
f = 2 tf
2  N z_abs d ! q˜
c (− + gam) ; tp˜ = −
tfp− + gam ;  =
1
2
tf 2 q˜2 2g
We see the essential dierences from the previous situation: 1) there is
the pulse with sech-shape (quasi-soliton); 2) the pulse exists, when  < γ,
i. e. the linear loss exceeds the saturated gain. This is an essential demand
to the pulse stabilization and breaks the limitations for the loss coecient in
the semiconductor absorber; 3) the quasi-soliton exists only for the dened
value of , which can be changed for the xed absorber properties by the
variation of , i. e. by variation of mode cross section in active medium and
in absorber or by variation of the absorber mirror reectivity. Note, that the
pulse duration is dened by the formula, which is similar to one for Kerr-lens



























See Figure 25, page 64
Thus, the Kerr-lensing (lower curve) allows to reduce the pulse duration
and to generate the sub-10 fs quasi-soliton.
In the conclusion, we had demonstrated, that an joint action of the lasing
factors and coherent absorber objectives to the generation of the coherent
soliton. The ultrashort pulse in this case has 2 -square, but it is not sech-
shape pulse (quasi-soliton). The obtained values of the pulse duration are
placed within interval of 8 - 30 fs. The contribution of the self-focusing
changes the pulse shape essentially. In this case, there is the stable sech-shape
qusi-soliton with duration, which depends on the absorber mirror reectivity
(or ratio of the laser mode cross-section in the active medium and absorber).
The obtained result is very attractive for the elaboration of compact, all-
solid-state, "hand free" femtosecond lasers.
8 Conclusion
The powerful computation abilities of Maple V allowed to demonstrate the
basic conceptions of the modern femtosecond technology. The application
of these conceptions to the Kerr-lens mode locking and mode locking due
to coherent semiconductor absorber leaded to the new scientic results (see,
for example, J. Jasapara, V.L. Kalashnikov, D.O. Krimer, I.G. Poloyko, M.
Lenzner, W. Rudolph, J. Optical Soc. Am., B17, 319 (2000), also arXiv:
physics/ 0009020 and arXiv: physics/ 0009006 ), which are very useful for
elaboration of the high-stable generators of sub-10 fs laser pulses. We can
see, that the combination of the symbolical, numerical approaches and pro-
gramming opens a door for a new opinion on the ultrashort pulse generation.
This opinion is based on the search of the soliton and quasi-soliton states of
nonlinear dynamical equations and on the analysis of their evolution as the
evolution of the breezer's type.
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